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In ÷rst person Mumbai-based Celebrity Hairstylist, Aasif Ahmed gave up a
booming career in public relations and film marketing to pursue his passion for
hairstyling. With an experience of seven years in the industry, he has braved
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In focus The onset of the wedding season opens up a whole new world of
opportunities for the hair and beauty industry. Today’s discerning clients are
breaking the stereotypes when it comes to hair and make-up for the d-day.
From customised skin and hair care rituals offered by salons and spas,
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Beauty Kalpana Sharma, Make-up Artist, The Body Shop India, not only has
been associated with international brands such as, L’Oréal Paris, Maybelline,
New York, Chambor, and Revlon, she has also won accolades on both national
and international platforms. Sharma continues to inspire with her journey
from a make-up artist to a national trainer; Dr Kiran Lohia, shares her views
on beauty trends from Seoul; Dr Soma Sarkar, Dermatologist and Medical
Director, Skin Inn in Mumbai shares her views on Ultherapy as a trending
aesthetic procedure; Product launches in skin care and make-up
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Pradesh provides a 270° panoramic view of the valley below. The spa has its
roots in tradition that reflect in its pure rustic interiors and an array of traditional
massages on its service menu; Director of Spa, Woo Wellness Spa & Salon,
Pullman New Delhi Aerocity, Charu Lal shares her insights into the spa and
wellness industry in India, USPs, future plans and more
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